Believe in Wealth

Release Internal Blocks to Prosperity

mindpersuasion.com
Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you are accepting huge amounts of wealth, whatever that means to you. See a connection between your beliefs and your growing wealth.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming more open to wealth. Write down any positive comments others make about your wealthy attitude and behavior.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
**Affirmations**

making money is natural

making money is easy

abundance is natural

abundance is easy

making money is wholesome

making money is good

making money is natural

generating wealth is easy

generating wealth is natural

generating wealth is good

money is good

money is healthy

money is wholesome

I appreciate money

I appreciate wealth

I appreciate income
I easily generate wealth
I easily create income
I have a lot to offer
I have worthwhile skills
I embrace my wealth making ability
I learn new skills every day
I am open to new opportunities
I am open to abundance
I am open to wealth
I realize that money is good
I realize that wealth is good
I provide value to others
I provide benefits to others
I generate income
I generate wealth
my skills are valuable
my skills are worthwhile
my skills are in demand
You appreciate money
You appreciate wealth
You appreciate income
You easily generate wealth
You easily create income
You have a lot to offer
You have worthwhile skills
You embrace your wealth making ability
You learn new skills every day
You are open to new opportunities
You are open to abundance
You are open to wealth
You realize that money is good
You realize that wealth is good
You provide value to others
You provide benefits to others
You generate income

You generate wealth

your skills are valuable

your skills are worthwhile

your skills are in demand